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this is a comprehensive and rounded thematic study of the eu member states the text provides detailed coverage of the principal member
states and comparative studies of the smaller states as well as discussing the issue of enlargement and covering empirical themes this book
examines the impact of eu membership on the foreign policies of the 12 new member states that joined the eu in 2004 and 2007 among scholars
of european politics there is a general consensus that membership in the european union changes the countries that join yet considerable
debate remains over what exactly changes to what extent how or why these changes happen and why some countries policies and institutions
change more than others expert contributors examine the impact of eu integration and membership with chapters on the 12 new eu entrants
since 2004 poland czech republic hungary slovakia slovenia estonia latvia lithuania cyprus malta bulgaria and romania utilizing a common
analytical framework each of the country case studies examines the impact of eu membership on the foreign policies of the new member states
in three key areas foreign policy making institutions and procedures interests and preferences and strategies and actions the new member
states and the european union will be of interest to students and scholars of european studies and european union politics the only
comparative analysis of the foreign policies of european union member states examines those policies which are europeanised through the eu
s processes and those policies which are retained or excluded from these processes analyses the dual impact of the maastricht treaty on the
european union and the post cold war environment on the foreign policy processes of the eu s member states argues for a distinctive
approach to the foreign policy analysis of eu states which recognises the fundamental changes that membership brings after the cold war but
also acknowledges the diverse role of policies which states seek to retain or advance as being special all the empirical chapters are
structured by six sets of explanatory questions foreign policies of eu member states provides a clear and current overview of the
motivations and outcomes of eu member states regarding their foreign policy making within and beyond the eu it provides an in depth
analysis of intra eu policy making and sheds light in an innovative and understandable way on the lesser known aspects of the inter eu and
extra eu foreign policies of the twenty eight member states first eu member states must cooperate within the mechanisms of the eu including
the common foreign and security policy cfsp second eu member states continue to construct their own inter eu foreign policies third the
sovereign prerogative exercised by all eu member states is to construct their own foreign policies on everything from trade and defence
with the rest of the world this combination of clarity thematic structure and empirical case studies make this an ideal textbook for all
upper level students of european foreign policy comparative european politics and european studies from back cover this book provides a
country by country analysis of how european policy is made and applied in the member states small states in and outside the european union
offers a broad overview of the small states problematic in europe it touches upon definition issues history security policy neutrality eu
institutional aspects and also includes contributors from central and eastern european countries it presents a thorough analysis of
different scenarios for eu institutional reform and their repercussions on the influence of small member states the comparative results are
visualized in tables the work contains several contributions from practitioners who give insight into policy games and issues of national
sensitivity not usually covered by purely scholarly publications the european environment has changed dramatically through the processes of
regional integration and rising interdependence relations between european states both inside and outside the eu are governed as never
before by rules norms and fixed procedures the book investigates the consequences of these developments on the foreign and security policy
of small states academics and professionals from austria denmark finland ireland lithuania luxembourg slovenia sweden and switzerland as
well as from the european commission and the council of ministers elaborate on these issues institutional regulations and traditional power
politics as well as the foreign and security policy traditions of the states concerned including the question of neutrality are
investigated in addition the book identifies the main interests of small states in today s europe and offers an overview of different
strategies these states apply in the realm of foreign and security policy the book is interesting for the case studies it offers as well as
for the reflections it contains regarding fundamental questions of the essence of statehood in today s europe this work provides a country
by country analysis of how european policy is made and applied its central focus is the involvement in european policy making of national
institutions governments parliaments sub national government the courts and public administration the book explores the views of elites
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alongside those of the wider population in the european union the chapters place the new member states and the potential candidate serbia
on the map of europe in this context for the first time the volume s comparative method goes beyond the standard old member states versus
new member states divide it assesses regional differences within central europe and evaluates the problem of european and national identity
formation perception of external threats to the eu including russia differences between economic and political elite views about the
integration process and the connection between national performance and public opinion about europe even though in each country positive
views are dominant about the integration process heterogeneous views prevail behind the image of a unifying europe the book s major
contribution is that it makes the new member states more visible and provides hard evidence while remaining theoretically driven
furthermore it covers the most important topics that emerge in studies concerning european integration the book is intended for those
interested in european integration in general but central and eastern european comparativists will find it particularly useful this book
was published as a special issue of europe asia studies examines the ways in which european union policy has influenced and been influenced
by each of the 15 member states considers actions of individual states in particular policy areas as well as the history politics and
institutions that led to their positions discussion ranges from economic social and environmental issues to security and justice affairs
subjects include nationalism and france s planned economy and british efforts to slow eu integration by stressing the need for subsidiarity
zeff teaches political science at drake university pirro is president of an international research group annotation copyrighted by book
news inc portland or the authors explore how european union policy has influenced and been influenced by each of the twenty five member
states the book reviews the eu treaties provisions governing relations between the eu and member state territories such as the netherlands
antilles the uk channel islands and the french overseas departments the book includes an overview of each of the relevant territories
including their present constitutional relations with their member state and their legal relations with the eu prior to the entry into
force of the lisbon treaty the over arching treaty provision for this relationship was article 299 of the ec treaty having traced the
development of article 299 from 1957 to the present lisbon framework the book identifies many inconsistencies and issues with this current
framework and proposes a new model framework one that is more concise and up to date and which is adaptable to possible future developments
useful for eu law departments and research centres eu think tanks eu institutions libraries permanent representatives to the eu and law
firms specializing in eu law first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company this book provides a
general introduction to the european union eu as an ever closer union of states and peoples it describes how from its origin in 1958 as an
economic community of six states the eu has grown into a political entity of 25 states with a population of more than 450 million it also
explains the constitution making process that is currently taking place with a draft constitution now being submitted for ratification by
the 25 member states the book shows how the distinctive features of a democratic polity that characterize the separate eu member states are
gradually replicated in the european union and how the union is on its way to becoming a democratic polity of its own kind van gerven
writes from a legal perspective with an eye to political theory and recent american and european history and with a diverse readership from
both sides of the atlantic in mind this book critically examines the process of statebuilding by the eu focusing on its attempts to build
member states in the western balkan region this book analyses the european union s policies towards and the impact they have upon the
states of the western balkans and assesses how these affect the nature of eu foreign policy to this end it focuses on the tools and
mechanisms that the eu employs in its enlargement policy and examines the new instruments of direct intervention in bosnia and kosovo
political coercion in the case of croatia and serbia in relation to the international criminal tribunal for the former yugoslavia and
stricter conditionality in the western balkan countries the book discusses the key aim of this special form of statebuilding which is to
establish functional liberal democratic states in albania bosnia and herzegovina croatia kosovo macedonia montenegro and serbia in order
for them to join the eu and to cope with the responsibilities and pressures of membership in the future however the authors argue that
while the eu sees itself as an international actor that promotes and protects liberal democratic values norms and principles its
experiences in the western balkans demonstrate how the eu s actions in the region have undermined the basic principles of democratic
decision making such as the european support for impositions in bosnia and international law kosovo and have consequently contributed to
new tensions see police reform in bosnia and the tensions between kosovo and serbia and dependencies this book will be of much interest to
students of statebuilding eu politics global governance and ir security studies in general this second edition offers a comparative
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introduction to the most important aspects of administrative law in various european union eu member states belgium france germany the
netherlands and the uk at the eu level itself and in the us the book contributes to the transboundary understanding of different regimes
related to actions and decisions of the administration it is designed for education research and legal practice purposes and therefore the
contributions to the book are all based on one and the same format thus making it more accessible for its readers the areas examined
include the definition of administrative law who does the administrating the available instruments for the administration the formal rules
principles written or unwritten governing administrative actions access to administrative courts against administrative actions decisions
enforcement by the administration financial liability of the administration for unlawful actions recent and future developments and
conclusions eu law has developed a unique and complex system under which the union and its member states can both act under international
law separately jointly or in parallel international law was not set up to deal with such complex and hybrid arrangements which raise
questions under both international and eu law this book assesses how eu law has been adapted to cope with the constraints of international
law in situations in which the eu and its member states act jointly in relations with other states and international organisations in an
innovative scholarly approach reflecting this duality each chapter is jointly written by a team of two authors the various contributions
offer new insights into the tension that continues to exist between eu and international law obligations in relation to the joint
participation of the eu and its member states in international agreements the proximity of the european union the prospect of membership
and actual entry by the new member states nms increased economic and financial integration in the region leading to fast economic growth
based on sizeable capital inflows eu membership helped in developing sound macroeconomic and financial stability frameworks in the nms
however these frameworks remain work in progress and as such could not safeguard against private sector exuberance or risky policies
especially in the face of an unprecedented global financial crisis hence more prudent policies and further strengthening of policy
frameworks especially with respect to financial stability seem warranted this book re examines the law governing the obligations of the
member states in the european union from the perspective of the interests formulated and pursued by national governments in the eu member
states interests provide the source as well as the limitations of the obligations undertaken by the member states in the union from the
early days of european integration they have determined how the law frames and defines eu obligations in the treaties in legislation and in
the jurisprudence of the eu court of justice the book neither challenges directly nor undermines the current state of the law in the eu
instead it introduces a framework for interpreting and analysing legal developments both legislative and jurisprudential from an angle
which brings the legal dimension of the membership of states in the european union closer to its political reality by choosing member state
interest to frame its analysis of the law the book expresses a clear intention to explore further the interactions and the potential
interconnectedness of the intergovernmentalism of eu decision making and the normative supranationalism of the application and the
enforcement of member state obligations in particular at the national level analysing how diversity among the member states which arises
from different local interests institutional frameworks and socio economic arrangements is assessed and sustained in eu legislation and in
the jurisprudence of the court of justice the book examines the impact of eu obligations on member state territorial authority and
territoriality providing a new perspective on member state interests and european law the book closes the widening gap between the politics
and law of european integration and between its political science and legal analysis the book is essential reading for students and
scholars in the field of state law eu law and politics eu law has developed a unique and complex system under which the union and its
member states can both act under international law ultimately though international law was not set up to deal with complex and hybrid
arrangements leading to confusion a situation which no doubt will be further complicated by the uk s status after brexit this book looks at
how eu law has learned to cope with the constraints of international law when dealing this joint participation in an innovative scholarly
approach its methodology mirrors this duality with each chapter being written by a team of 2 authors this offers a unique dual perspective
on long debated questions anchored by this strong organising framework the essays look at questions of constitutional law international law
joint participation and joint agreements the collection is timely as the a unique and complex system under which the union and its member
states can both act under international law is facing new challenges not least in the face of brexit la 4e de couverture indique this book
offers a comparative introduction by the editor and native authors to the most important aspects of administrative law in various eu member
states france germany the netherlands the united kingdom at the level of the eu and in the united states of america it aspires to
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contribute to the transboundary understanding of different regimes related to actions and decisions of the administration for the purpose
of the use of this book in education research and legal practice the contributions to the book are all based on one and the same format
thus making it more accessible for its readers the main items of the format worked out in the introduction by the editor are 1 what is
administrative law 2 who is administrating 3 which instruments are available for the administration 4 which formal rules principles written
or unwritten govern administrative actions 5 access to administrative courts against administrative actions decisions 6 enforcement by the
administration 7 financial liability of the administration for un lawful actions 8 recent and future developments and conclusions the final
chapter offers comparative remarks by the editor conference report on economic integration of the ec countries in an economic and monetary
union comments on economic legislation of the ec and of member states and considers the future of european union during the 1980s
references conference held in utrecht 1975 may this book describes how the political institutions in 8 small member states and 2 non member
states have responded to the internal and external demands springing from the process of european integration and ec eu membership this
report finds that the lack of regional specialisation might be an important factor explaining the european competitiveness gap with leading
global peers the report presents the first systematic mapping and analysis of regional clusters across the eu 10 it describes the
differences in regional specialisation across 38 cluster categories the changes that have occurred in cluster specialisation patterns in
the last few years and the nature of the leading locations across individual cluster categories the cluster sector gained a total of 1
million jobs between 2000 and 2004 an increase of about 10 per cent overall the regional clusters account for almost two thirds of total
employment in the cluster sector across the 10 new member states in recent years strong clusters have emerged such as in the automotive
industry but some other sectors lost economic importance eg footwear the figures in the report suggest that the economies of the eu 10
countries are still undergoing an intense structural change the efficacious support accompanied by the incessant advancement in terms of
the particular neuralgic health sector in the european union has always been not only one of the dominant union objectives but also one of
the basic components with regard to its entire philosophy and principles the steadily increasing noteworthiness of both the european centre
for disease prevention control and the european medicines agency has thus far been more than fundamental due to the fact that they manage
to satisfactorily deal with a multidimensional spectrum of particularly thorny issues in the context of this book the author attempts to
methodically examine and critically evaluate some of the foremost issues concepts actions and targets that determine the health sector s
present and future in the union the economies of european union small member and candidate states deals with the small states and candidate
states of the eu with a focus on their economic structure and performance and the impact of eu membership past actual and potential on the
economy the small states to be covered are those with a population of 3 million or less namely cyprus estonia iceland latvia lithuania
luxembourg malta macedonia montenegro and slovenia this title adds to the literature on the eu on regional integration generally and on
small states it delves into the special constraints of small economic size and examines why and how the small states of europe manage to
compete albeit not without difficulty with the larger states in the block where free trade prevails the book answers the following research
questions what are the special economic development constraints faced by the small states of the eu what policy options have been used by
or are available to these small states to address these constraints how can the economic resilience and competitiveness of these states be
enhanced has eu membership been mostly advantageous for these small states what are the economic prospects for these states as eu member
states the book is aimed primarily for students of eu affairs and of regional integration in general it will also be useful for students of
subjects relating to small states it may also appeal to policy makers of small states and to officials of international and regional
organisations that have a constituency that includes small states
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The Member States of the European Union 2013 this is a comprehensive and rounded thematic study of the eu member states the text provides
detailed coverage of the principal member states and comparative studies of the smaller states as well as discussing the issue of
enlargement and covering empirical themes
The New Member States and the European Union 2013-03-05 this book examines the impact of eu membership on the foreign policies of the 12
new member states that joined the eu in 2004 and 2007 among scholars of european politics there is a general consensus that membership in
the european union changes the countries that join yet considerable debate remains over what exactly changes to what extent how or why
these changes happen and why some countries policies and institutions change more than others expert contributors examine the impact of eu
integration and membership with chapters on the 12 new eu entrants since 2004 poland czech republic hungary slovakia slovenia estonia
latvia lithuania cyprus malta bulgaria and romania utilizing a common analytical framework each of the country case studies examines the
impact of eu membership on the foreign policies of the new member states in three key areas foreign policy making institutions and
procedures interests and preferences and strategies and actions the new member states and the european union will be of interest to
students and scholars of european studies and european union politics
The Foreign Policies of European Union Member States 2000 the only comparative analysis of the foreign policies of european union member
states examines those policies which are europeanised through the eu s processes and those policies which are retained or excluded from
these processes analyses the dual impact of the maastricht treaty on the european union and the post cold war environment on the foreign
policy processes of the eu s member states argues for a distinctive approach to the foreign policy analysis of eu states which recognises
the fundamental changes that membership brings after the cold war but also acknowledges the diverse role of policies which states seek to
retain or advance as being special all the empirical chapters are structured by six sets of explanatory questions
The European Union 1996 foreign policies of eu member states provides a clear and current overview of the motivations and outcomes of eu
member states regarding their foreign policy making within and beyond the eu it provides an in depth analysis of intra eu policy making and
sheds light in an innovative and understandable way on the lesser known aspects of the inter eu and extra eu foreign policies of the twenty
eight member states first eu member states must cooperate within the mechanisms of the eu including the common foreign and security policy
cfsp second eu member states continue to construct their own inter eu foreign policies third the sovereign prerogative exercised by all eu
member states is to construct their own foreign policies on everything from trade and defence with the rest of the world this combination
of clarity thematic structure and empirical case studies make this an ideal textbook for all upper level students of european foreign
policy comparative european politics and european studies from back cover
Foreign Policies of EU Member States 2017-06-14 this book provides a country by country analysis of how european policy is made and applied
in the member states
The European Union 2011 small states in and outside the european union offers a broad overview of the small states problematic in europe it
touches upon definition issues history security policy neutrality eu institutional aspects and also includes contributors from central and
eastern european countries it presents a thorough analysis of different scenarios for eu institutional reform and their repercussions on
the influence of small member states the comparative results are visualized in tables the work contains several contributions from
practitioners who give insight into policy games and issues of national sensitivity not usually covered by purely scholarly publications
the european environment has changed dramatically through the processes of regional integration and rising interdependence relations
between european states both inside and outside the eu are governed as never before by rules norms and fixed procedures the book
investigates the consequences of these developments on the foreign and security policy of small states academics and professionals from
austria denmark finland ireland lithuania luxembourg slovenia sweden and switzerland as well as from the european commission and the
council of ministers elaborate on these issues institutional regulations and traditional power politics as well as the foreign and security
policy traditions of the states concerned including the question of neutrality are investigated in addition the book identifies the main
interests of small states in today s europe and offers an overview of different strategies these states apply in the realm of foreign and
security policy the book is interesting for the case studies it offers as well as for the reflections it contains regarding fundamental
questions of the essence of statehood in today s europe
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Fifteen Into One? 2003 this work provides a country by country analysis of how european policy is made and applied its central focus is the
involvement in european policy making of national institutions governments parliaments sub national government the courts and public
administration
Small States Inside and Outside the European Union 2013-04-17 the book explores the views of elites alongside those of the wider population
in the european union the chapters place the new member states and the potential candidate serbia on the map of europe in this context for
the first time the volume s comparative method goes beyond the standard old member states versus new member states divide it assesses
regional differences within central europe and evaluates the problem of european and national identity formation perception of external
threats to the eu including russia differences between economic and political elite views about the integration process and the connection
between national performance and public opinion about europe even though in each country positive views are dominant about the integration
process heterogeneous views prevail behind the image of a unifying europe the book s major contribution is that it makes the new member
states more visible and provides hard evidence while remaining theoretically driven furthermore it covers the most important topics that
emerge in studies concerning european integration the book is intended for those interested in european integration in general but central
and eastern european comparativists will find it particularly useful this book was published as a special issue of europe asia studies
The European Union and Member States 1996 examines the ways in which european union policy has influenced and been influenced by each of
the 15 member states considers actions of individual states in particular policy areas as well as the history politics and institutions
that led to their positions discussion ranges from economic social and environmental issues to security and justice affairs subjects
include nationalism and france s planned economy and british efforts to slow eu integration by stressing the need for subsidiarity zeff
teaches political science at drake university pirro is president of an international research group annotation copyrighted by book news inc
portland or
Perceptions of the European Union in New Member States 2013-10-31 the authors explore how european union policy has influenced and been
influenced by each of the twenty five member states
The European Union 1994 the book reviews the eu treaties provisions governing relations between the eu and member state territories such as
the netherlands antilles the uk channel islands and the french overseas departments the book includes an overview of each of the relevant
territories including their present constitutional relations with their member state and their legal relations with the eu prior to the
entry into force of the lisbon treaty the over arching treaty provision for this relationship was article 299 of the ec treaty having
traced the development of article 299 from 1957 to the present lisbon framework the book identifies many inconsistencies and issues with
this current framework and proposes a new model framework one that is more concise and up to date and which is adaptable to possible future
developments useful for eu law departments and research centres eu think tanks eu institutions libraries permanent representatives to the
eu and law firms specializing in eu law
Perceptions of the European Union in the New Member States 2009 first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company
The European Union and the Member States 2001-01-01 this book provides a general introduction to the european union eu as an ever closer
union of states and peoples it describes how from its origin in 1958 as an economic community of six states the eu has grown into a
political entity of 25 states with a population of more than 450 million it also explains the constitution making process that is currently
taking place with a draft constitution now being submitted for ratification by the 25 member states the book shows how the distinctive
features of a democratic polity that characterize the separate eu member states are gradually replicated in the european union and how the
union is on its way to becoming a democratic polity of its own kind van gerven writes from a legal perspective with an eye to political
theory and recent american and european history and with a diverse readership from both sides of the atlantic in mind
The European Union and the Member States 2022 this book critically examines the process of statebuilding by the eu focusing on its attempts
to build member states in the western balkan region this book analyses the european union s policies towards and the impact they have upon
the states of the western balkans and assesses how these affect the nature of eu foreign policy to this end it focuses on the tools and
mechanisms that the eu employs in its enlargement policy and examines the new instruments of direct intervention in bosnia and kosovo
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political coercion in the case of croatia and serbia in relation to the international criminal tribunal for the former yugoslavia and
stricter conditionality in the western balkan countries the book discusses the key aim of this special form of statebuilding which is to
establish functional liberal democratic states in albania bosnia and herzegovina croatia kosovo macedonia montenegro and serbia in order
for them to join the eu and to cope with the responsibilities and pressures of membership in the future however the authors argue that
while the eu sees itself as an international actor that promotes and protects liberal democratic values norms and principles its
experiences in the western balkans demonstrate how the eu s actions in the region have undermined the basic principles of democratic
decision making such as the european support for impositions in bosnia and international law kosovo and have consequently contributed to
new tensions see police reform in bosnia and the tensions between kosovo and serbia and dependencies this book will be of much interest to
students of statebuilding eu politics global governance and ir security studies in general
The European Union and Member State Territories: A New Legal Framework Under the EU Treaties 2012-01-05 this second edition offers a
comparative introduction to the most important aspects of administrative law in various european union eu member states belgium france
germany the netherlands and the uk at the eu level itself and in the us the book contributes to the transboundary understanding of
different regimes related to actions and decisions of the administration it is designed for education research and legal practice purposes
and therefore the contributions to the book are all based on one and the same format thus making it more accessible for its readers the
areas examined include the definition of administrative law who does the administrating the available instruments for the administration
the formal rules principles written or unwritten governing administrative actions access to administrative courts against administrative
actions decisions enforcement by the administration financial liability of the administration for unlawful actions recent and future
developments and conclusions
The European Union and National Industrial Policy 2002-09-11 eu law has developed a unique and complex system under which the union and its
member states can both act under international law separately jointly or in parallel international law was not set up to deal with such
complex and hybrid arrangements which raise questions under both international and eu law this book assesses how eu law has been adapted to
cope with the constraints of international law in situations in which the eu and its member states act jointly in relations with other
states and international organisations in an innovative scholarly approach reflecting this duality each chapter is jointly written by a
team of two authors the various contributions offer new insights into the tension that continues to exist between eu and international law
obligations in relation to the joint participation of the eu and its member states in international agreements
The European Union 2005-03-21 the proximity of the european union the prospect of membership and actual entry by the new member states nms
increased economic and financial integration in the region leading to fast economic growth based on sizeable capital inflows eu membership
helped in developing sound macroeconomic and financial stability frameworks in the nms however these frameworks remain work in progress and
as such could not safeguard against private sector exuberance or risky policies especially in the face of an unprecedented global financial
crisis hence more prudent policies and further strengthening of policy frameworks especially with respect to financial stability seem
warranted
European Union 1999-12-31 this book re examines the law governing the obligations of the member states in the european union from the
perspective of the interests formulated and pursued by national governments in the eu member states interests provide the source as well as
the limitations of the obligations undertaken by the member states in the union from the early days of european integration they have
determined how the law frames and defines eu obligations in the treaties in legislation and in the jurisprudence of the eu court of justice
the book neither challenges directly nor undermines the current state of the law in the eu instead it introduces a framework for
interpreting and analysing legal developments both legislative and jurisprudential from an angle which brings the legal dimension of the
membership of states in the european union closer to its political reality by choosing member state interest to frame its analysis of the
law the book expresses a clear intention to explore further the interactions and the potential interconnectedness of the
intergovernmentalism of eu decision making and the normative supranationalism of the application and the enforcement of member state
obligations in particular at the national level analysing how diversity among the member states which arises from different local interests
institutional frameworks and socio economic arrangements is assessed and sustained in eu legislation and in the jurisprudence of the court
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of justice the book examines the impact of eu obligations on member state territorial authority and territoriality providing a new
perspective on member state interests and european law the book closes the widening gap between the politics and law of european
integration and between its political science and legal analysis the book is essential reading for students and scholars in the field of
state law eu law and politics
The EU and Member State Building 2014-12-05 eu law has developed a unique and complex system under which the union and its member states
can both act under international law ultimately though international law was not set up to deal with complex and hybrid arrangements
leading to confusion a situation which no doubt will be further complicated by the uk s status after brexit this book looks at how eu law
has learned to cope with the constraints of international law when dealing this joint participation in an innovative scholarly approach its
methodology mirrors this duality with each chapter being written by a team of 2 authors this offers a unique dual perspective on long
debated questions anchored by this strong organising framework the essays look at questions of constitutional law international law joint
participation and joint agreements the collection is timely as the a unique and complex system under which the union and its member states
can both act under international law is facing new challenges not least in the face of brexit
Administrative Law of the European Union, Its Member States and the United States 2007 la 4e de couverture indique this book offers a
comparative introduction by the editor and native authors to the most important aspects of administrative law in various eu member states
france germany the netherlands the united kingdom at the level of the eu and in the united states of america it aspires to contribute to
the transboundary understanding of different regimes related to actions and decisions of the administration for the purpose of the use of
this book in education research and legal practice the contributions to the book are all based on one and the same format thus making it
more accessible for its readers the main items of the format worked out in the introduction by the editor are 1 what is administrative law
2 who is administrating 3 which instruments are available for the administration 4 which formal rules principles written or unwritten
govern administrative actions 5 access to administrative courts against administrative actions decisions 6 enforcement by the
administration 7 financial liability of the administration for un lawful actions 8 recent and future developments and conclusions the final
chapter offers comparative remarks by the editor
The new European Union. Different perspectives from different Member States 2020 conference report on economic integration of the ec
countries in an economic and monetary union comments on economic legislation of the ec and of member states and considers the future of
european union during the 1980s references conference held in utrecht 1975 may
Selected Topics Convergence Issues of the European Union Member States 2014 this book describes how the political institutions in 8 small
member states and 2 non member states have responded to the internal and external demands springing from the process of european
integration and ec eu membership
The EU and Its Member States’ Joint Participation in International Agreements 2022-02-24 this report finds that the lack of regional
specialisation might be an important factor explaining the european competitiveness gap with leading global peers the report presents the
first systematic mapping and analysis of regional clusters across the eu 10 it describes the differences in regional specialisation across
38 cluster categories the changes that have occurred in cluster specialisation patterns in the last few years and the nature of the leading
locations across individual cluster categories the cluster sector gained a total of 1 million jobs between 2000 and 2004 an increase of
about 10 per cent overall the regional clusters account for almost two thirds of total employment in the cluster sector across the 10 new
member states in recent years strong clusters have emerged such as in the automotive industry but some other sectors lost economic
importance eg footwear the figures in the report suggest that the economies of the eu 10 countries are still undergoing an intense
structural change
Five Years After 2009-03-01 the efficacious support accompanied by the incessant advancement in terms of the particular neuralgic health
sector in the european union has always been not only one of the dominant union objectives but also one of the basic components with regard
to its entire philosophy and principles the steadily increasing noteworthiness of both the european centre for disease prevention control
and the european medicines agency has thus far been more than fundamental due to the fact that they manage to satisfactorily deal with a
multidimensional spectrum of particularly thorny issues in the context of this book the author attempts to methodically examine and
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critically evaluate some of the foremost issues concepts actions and targets that determine the health sector s present and future in the
union
Member State Interests and European Union Law 2021-12-13 the economies of european union small member and candidate states deals with the
small states and candidate states of the eu with a focus on their economic structure and performance and the impact of eu membership past
actual and potential on the economy the small states to be covered are those with a population of 3 million or less namely cyprus estonia
iceland latvia lithuania luxembourg malta macedonia montenegro and slovenia this title adds to the literature on the eu on regional
integration generally and on small states it delves into the special constraints of small economic size and examines why and how the small
states of europe manage to compete albeit not without difficulty with the larger states in the block where free trade prevails the book
answers the following research questions what are the special economic development constraints faced by the small states of the eu what
policy options have been used by or are available to these small states to address these constraints how can the economic resilience and
competitiveness of these states be enhanced has eu membership been mostly advantageous for these small states what are the economic
prospects for these states as eu member states the book is aimed primarily for students of eu affairs and of regional integration in
general it will also be useful for students of subjects relating to small states it may also appeal to policy makers of small states and to
officials of international and regional organisations that have a constituency that includes small states
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